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A Collection of Magical Secrets Taken from Peter de Abano, Cornelius Agrippa and from other

Famous Occult Philosophers and A Treatise Of Mixed Cabalah Which comprises the Angelic

Art Taken From Hebrew Sages Translated from Wellcome MS4669 by Paul Harry Barron from

the original French manuscript dated 1796 With Introduction by Stephen Skinner & David

Rankine.This book bridges the worlds of learned magic and village cunning, providing rare and

previously unavailable material from the late eighteenth century. It comprises two parts, A

Collection of Magickal Secrets and A Treatise of Mixed Cabalah, both of which contain unique

and exciting magical material, that were previously bound together in a French manuscript with

The Clavicule of Solomon and The Universal Treatise of the Keys of Solomon. These are

reproduced along with The Keys of Rabbi Solomon, in the most significant grimoire publication

of modern times, The Veritable Key of Solomon by Stephen Skinner & David Rankine.A

Collection of Magical Secrets contains a collection of charms, ranging from the very simple to

the complex. There are charms for healing, winning in love and gambling, gaining familiar

spirits, regaining stolen or lost property, instructions for the creation of magic rings for

controlling spirits, and a rare angelic conjuration of a Prince of the Thumb. A wide range of

sympathetic magick techniques such as dreaming, poppets, using bread, herbs and sieves, are

utilised to ensure the success of the charms.A Treatise of Mixed Cabalah contains four parts,

three of which fit together to develop a greater knowledge of the practical Qabalah. This

includes a ritual sequence of prayers and actions for increasing knowledge, practical

instructions for the construction, consecration and use of wax pentacles for absent healing, a

technique for angelic dream incubation and a system of divination with 112 possible answers.
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ArtTaken From Hebrew Sages Translated from Wellcome MS4669 byPaul Harry Barron from
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A Collection of Magical SecretsIntroductionA Collection of Magical SecretsMagical Operations

For Difficult ObjectsSecrets taken from AgrippaTreatise Of Mixed Cabalah Which comprises

the Angelic Art Taken From Hebrew SagesConcerning Miscellaneous CabalahConcerning

Miscellaneous Cabalah2nd PartConcerning Miscellaneous Cabalah3rd PartConcerning

Miscellaneous Cabalah4th PartOTHER BOOKS FROM AVALONIAEndnotes Being a

translation of the final part of Wellcome MS4669 by Paul Harry Barron from the original French

dated 1796. The initial parts of Wellcome MS4669 are The Key of Solomon, King of the

Hebrews and the Universal Treatise of the Keys of Solomon, both of which are reproduced in

The Veritable Key of Solomon (Golden Hoard Press 2008, Llewellyn 2009) by Stephen Skinner

and David Rankine. Published by Avalonia LtdThis Kindle Edition, March 2022 A Collection of

Magical Secrets and A Treatise of Mixed CabalahIntroduction by Stephen Skinner & David

RankineCopyright David Rankine, © 2009 Cover image: Satori © 2009 Designed and produced

by Avalonia LtdBM Avalonia, London, WC1N 3XX, United KingdomAll Rights Reserved. British

Library Cataloguing in Publication Data. A catalogue record for this book is available from the
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assume no responsibility for the effects, or lack thereof, obtained from the practices described

in this book.The reproduction of any part of this book, other than for review purposes, is strictly

forbidden, in all formats, without the prior written consent of Avalonia Ltd and the copyright

holders. For further details of The Veritable Key of Solomon, which is Book IV in the

Sourceworks of Ceremonial Magic series by Stephen Skinner and David Rankine, edited from

rare classical manuscripts see:or

“In order to put this procedure into practice successfully, you should approach God and his

Angels, as we have stated before, through leading a shrewd life and through prayer and you

should know all their names.”

Dedicated to Abraham Colorno (1530-1598)translator of the earliest known Key of

Solomon,and engineer to Duke Alfonso d'Este AcknowledgementsThe illustrations from

Wellcome MS 4669 reproduced with the kind permission of the Wellcome Trust, for which we

are duly grateful. Other illustrations by Jill Lake, thank you.Our gratitude to Paul Harry Barron
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given in the The Universal Treatise of the Keys of Solomon. For more information see The

Veritable Key of Solomon by Stephen Skinner & David Rankine.
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IntroductionOver the last thousand years there have been several distinct streams of Western

magical practice. One of these is the Grimoires, which focus on preparation and complex

procedures to produce effective communication and interaction with spiritual beings. To this

category belong such major works as the Key of Solomon, the Lemegeton and the Sworn

Book of Honorius, which have influenced many modern magical traditions and practices.

[1]Another stream includes rather simple rule of thumb procedures, which do not involve much

preparation, and which might have been used by local village witches and cunning folk as well

as grimoire practitioners wishing for simple solutions to simple problems. From the sixteenth

century onwards these latter procedures were often to be found in works known as Books of

Secrets, which focused on simple techniques that could be practiced by anybody rather than

long and complex rites. Effectively such works made magic available to anybody who could

read a book and gather simple ingredients, rather than the moneyed classes with their

elaborate paraphernalia and expensive hand-copied grimoires.The popularity of such Books of

Secrets can be seen when you look at the number of editions published. The most famous of

all of these books, Secreti by Alessio Piemontese was published in 104 editions in 9 European

languages between 1555 and 1699. These books were amongst the early best-sellers, and

contained a diverse spectrum of useful remedies from magical to medical, gardening to

cosmetics and metalwork! Such books sold not only to the middle classes, but also at village

fairs and wherever an audience could be found.From the mid-seventeenth century scientists

would start to repudiate Books of Secrets as propagating fake secrets and vulgarities with no

basis in fact, and as purveying dubious folklore and esoterica which were challenged by the

ongoing Scientific Revolution. Nevertheless in societies where a university education remained

an expensive privilege, the Books of Secrets remained popular into the eighteenth

century.These two streams of practice, Grimoires and Books of Secrets, are sometimes found

together in the same manuscript. It is common for the pages of a working grimoire to have

been supplemented by its owner with other formulae that he had successfully used or picked

up in his course of reading. These snippets are often drawn from books like Agrippa’s De

Occulta Philosophia, and the works ascribed to Albertus Magnus, and may be in a different

handwriting. In the course of time these notes in the back of a grimoire were copied along with

the grimoire as if they were part of it. Indeed the nineteenth century French pseudo-grimoires

of black magic, such as the Grimoire of Pope Honorius III, the Red Dragon and Grimorium

Verum are often full of such procedures.It is as the result of such a practice that the contents of

this present book finished up copied out in one of the manuscripts (Wellcome MS 4669) that

we used as a source text for the Veritable Key of Solomon.[2] As such they provide us with an

insight into the practices of a previous owner of that grimoire. The material is two collections

entitled A Collection of Magical Secrets and A Treatise of Mixed Cabalah.The Key of Solomon

is the most significant of all the grimoires, being effectively the manual of practice which



unlocks the other grimoires. The number of existing manuscript copies of the Key of Solomon,

being over 140 dating between 1440-1825 CE, shows how much more common it was than

any of the other grimoires, none of which can be found in more than half a dozen extant

copies. The Key of Solomon describes all the necessary preparation, of the magician, place,

and equipment, from robes to the magic circle to the appropriate prayers. Armed with this

knowledge, which is often absent or only partially present in other grimoires, the magician

could then perform the ceremonies other grimoires contained.Of all the manuscripts of the Key

of Solomon, Wellcome MS 4669, although one of the youngest with its 1796 copying date,

stands out as one of the most significant, containing versions of two of the three families of Key

of Solomon manuscripts. These are the Abraham Colorno Clavicule family and the Universal

Treatise Family. The former contain the earliest known copies of the Key of Solomon

manuscripts, and the latter much of the material subsequently found in the Grimorium

Verum.The subtitle of A Collection of Magical Secrets specifically mentions Peter de Abano

and Cornelius Agrippa, two of the great luminaries of the Grimoire tradition, for whom there is

absolutely no evidence of any connection to the material. De Abano’s fourteenth century work

the Heptameron (published posthumously in 1496) and Agrippa’s sixteenth century De Occulta

Philosophia (1533) were two of the defining works whose content would influence most of the

subsequent grimoires. However it was not uncommon to use names from the past to give

credibility and imply a much older provenance to younger or more questionable material.The

first part may initially appear to be collections of simple conjurations and remedies, preceding

the second section focusing on practical Qabalah and angelic magic. However both sections

contain interesting and unusual material which makes them stand out from other manuscripts,

and shows that they are clearly more than just another collection of magical miscellany.The

operations found in A Collection of Magical Secrets are often referred to as ‘experiments’, and

frequently contain a prayer or Psalm, and a basic written description of intent. The written

items resemble simple charms rather than complex talismans, but are clearly meant to have a

similar effect. Interestingly although these are commonly written on paper or parchment, in one

instance the charm is written on a plate. The use of a plate is reminiscent of the spells written

in a circular fashion on unglazed pottery in Hebrew, Aramaic or Mandaean found in the ancient

Middle East.Ancillary equipment like a feather, the blood of a dove, a green frog, or a strip of

deerskin would all have been commonly available at the time. Herbs such as horehound,

celandine, white or larch agaric, laurel, sage leaves, cyclamen or agrimony root, sesame,

rosemary, honesty herb, olive, the common leek, honey and eggs are also used as they were

in the Graeco-Egyptian rituals and charms seen in texts like the pre-Christian Greek Magical

Papyri (2nd century BCE – 5th century CE). These items often do not have instructions to

consecrate them, as are found in the Grimoires.There are a large quantity of charms for

regaining stolen or lost property, showing a wide range of sympathetic magic techniques such

as dreaming, poppets, bread and sieves. The charms referred to as coming from Agrippa

include a wider range of material. As well as many healing cantrips, there are a number of

examples of how to gain a familiar spirit, plus the inevitable charms for winning in love and

gambling.Amongst the operations in the first part, is a conjuration of an angel, the Prince of the

Thumb, onto the olive oil-anointed thumbnail of a virgin child or pregnant woman, along with

associated practices. This practice has precedents dating back to at least the eleventh century

CE, as seen in commentaries made by the Jewish scholar Rashi on Sanhedrin 101. Jewish

manuscripts from the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries describe this practice, such as Codex

Gaster 315 and 443, demonstrating that the practice was not forgotten or abandoned, and that

it made its way into the French realms of practical (and often demonic) magic.One aspect of



these formulae is typical of Jewish magic. This is the naming of the person towards whom the

spell is directed by specifying their name and then their mother’s name, rather than that of their

father. Another Jewish influence may be seen in the boat for transportation anywhere, which

recalls the image in Oriental MS 14759, a version of Sepher Mefteah Shelomoh (the Hebrew

version of the Key of Solomon in the British Library), of a boat being carried by two winged and

horned demons.Other formulae include the consecration of rings to Astaroth, Merazim and

Lucibel (Lucifer). In the case of the former, the consecration is followed by the making of a sign

in the earth with the ring to force the appearance of a spirit. This is particularly interesting

because of the tales in which Astaroth steals King Solomon’s ring, and with it assumes his

magical power. It is also reflected in the use of the ring in some of the Solomonic texts,

including the twelve rings in Wellcome MS 4670 published in the Veritable Key of Solomon.

These examples also add a new dimension to the use of the magical ring.Very few spirits are

specifically named in these experiments, but when they are the style of magic reverts to a

much more formal grimoire style of magic, where the need to know the correct names of the

spirits is paramount. One example of this is the spirit Ebrion or Ebrionem (with Kaberion and

Severion). When that spirit is mentioned, the name of his controlling solar angel, Carmelion, is

also mentioned. This reinforces the traditional procedure seen in some texts of using a named

angel to control a specific spirit. This particular procedure also involves the use of an image of

the spirit.Another named spirit, the Angel of Jupiter, is called Abor, who features as the spirit

for treasures and riches as well as for honours and dignities. But this spirit talisman is just laid

under the operator’s head in order to get a prophetic dream answer. It is possible that this

formula was inspired by the influential Arabic astrological grimoire the Picatrix as it relies on

the preparation of metal talismans at the time of a specific astrological configuration: “As soon

as the Sign of Aquarius is in the Ascendant and the Moon is in the Sign of Cancer, during the

Planetary Hour of Jupiter, make an image out of tin…” Another influence seen in a number of

the operations in A Collection of Magical Secrets which stems from the Picatrix is the use of

the Twenty-Eight Mansions of the Moon. These correspond to the path of the Moon through

the twelve signs of the zodiac, and each Mansion corresponds to an arc just less than thirteen

degrees in length. Each Mansion has an associated image and qualities, whereby it was

believed that each Mansion was particularly appropriate for different types of magical

operation.The first part of A Treatise of Mixed Cabalah is a familiar description of the ten

Sephiroth of the Tree of Life with their main qualities, i.e. name, divine name, archangel, order

of angels, heaven, as well as which biblical character was ruled by the archangel. The specific

details of the information strongly hints in places that this may have been drawn from either

Sloane MS 3825 or Harley MS 6482, or a source or derivative of one of these manuscripts.[3]

This is followed by a ritual sequence of prayer and actions for maintaining purity and leading a

good life, performed over a series of days for increased knowledge of Cabalah or other

revelations from the angels.This text is reminiscent in its scope of the mnemonic grimoire the

Ars Notoria, whose contents were aimed specifically at developing powers of memory and

instant knowledge in the practitioner, and more particularly of a derivative form of it, the

fourteenth century Liber Visionum of John the Monk. Although the content is very different, the

practice of prayer to achieve revelations by angels to gain knowledge is a theme seen in such

works, and can be seen here.The second part of A Treatise of Mixed Cabalah, Concerning

Miscellaneous Cabalah 2nd Part, is largely concerned with practical instructions for the

construction, consecration and use of the seals. Of great interest here is that it also contains

detailed instructions for the use of wax pentacles in distance healing, with the aid of verses

from Scripture. This is followed by sections on Properties of the Verses and Scriptures, and



Verses for Illnesses & Infirmities. The section on the properties of the Verses and Scriptures

mirrors the type of use of the Psalms described in the medieval Jewish folk magic work Sefer

Shimmush Tehillim, although some of the uses are different. In this manner we can see the

continuation of a practice of magical use of the Psalms which can be dated back to at least the

tenth century. Thus we see Psalm 72:7-8 and Psalm 92:10 being used here to gain favour as

in the Tehillim (5 & 6), but Psalm 66 being used to praise God for the goods of the Earth (27),

whereas in the Tehillim it is used for exorcism of evil spirits. This indicates it is not a straight

copy, but rather the continuation of the tradition of magical use of the Psalms which is found

throughout the Grimoire tradition.The third part of A Treatise of Mixed Cabalah provides us with

a technique for angelic dream incubation. The prayers and seals are given for the planetary

angels, with a very concise and lucid set of instructions for their use. This practice of seeking

prophetic answers from spiritual creatures through controlled dreaming has a long and

venerable history, which can be traced back through the ancient Greek Asklepion dream

sanctuaries to ancient Egyptian temples practising dream incubation.Concerning

Miscellaneous Cabalah Part Four is a system of divination based on 112 answers. This was a

popular form of divination for some centuries, not relying on another person to provide the

answers or be privy to private information. Thus precedents may be seen in the 100 answers

of the Golden Wheel of Fortune, and in descendants in such works as Napoleon’s Book of Fate

and Fortune.So this material, all bound together at the end of a Key of Solomon, is indeed a

Collection of Magical Secrets, now made available in all its glory, some lesser and some

greater, some transparent and some obscure. We hope you enjoy them and find value in their

revelation. Stephen Skinner & David RankineLondonJanuary 2009 Editors Notes:We have

included the Psalm references for the attributions in part two of Concerning Miscellaneous

Cabalah for the benefit of the reader, as the Latin is in some instances corrupted and in other

instances different words have been used to the standards in use today. We have preserved

the integrity of the manuscript by reproducing the Latin as it was written.The translation we

have used is the Challoner revision of the Douay English translation of the Latin Vulgate Book

of Psalms. The numeration is based on the Hebrew (Masoretic) manuscripts, and where this

differs from the Greek (Septuagint) manuscripts, a second figure in brackets follows the first

figure, e.g. 31(30) to indicate the Septuagint numbering.   

A Collection ofMagicalSecrets Magical OperationsFor Difficult Objects In Order To Discover A

WishThe evening before going to bed, kneel before an image of God and make the Sign of the

Cross. As you hold the following names of the Angels in your left hand, recite this prayer with

great devotion: Prayer“Oh venerable Divinity! Oh ineffable Trinity! Oh glorious Charity! I

(Name), an unworthy sinner, I pray to thee, Oh Most high Creator of the Universe, who hast

created all things, one after the other and who hast placed the boundaries of the sea, which

cannot be passed and with kindness you have created all creatures, while giving to human

kind thy ineffable names, which thou hast wished to manifest for the salvation of their souls and

bodies; with kindness, deign to listen to this prayer I am making to thee and show me through a

holy vision, by means of your Angels, the person who has wished ... and the place where this

person is to be found, such that I may see most clearly the person making the wish and the

object wished for and the place, where it can currently be found and may this be done in a holy

vision from thyself, my God and my Lord, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Amen.” Then recite “Our

Father” three times and “Hail Mary” three times and make the Sign of the Cross and then retire

to bed and without fail, you should see the person making the wish and the object wished for in

a dream.It is important for the aforementioned prayer to be written on a piece of newly bought



paper, bought expressly for this purpose, along with a pen and ink, which has never been used.

After this, write the names of the following Angels on the same paper in this manner: “Oh You

Angels of God, Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel and Thobiel[4], be true messengers for me, be

my guides and my directors in order to show me the thing, which I seek and may you endow

me with He who must come to judge the living, the dead[5] and the Age through fire.”When you

go to bed, place this paper under your head, resting against your right cheek and after you

have fallen asleep, you should see the thing you have asked for in your sleep. In Order To

Make A ThiefGive Back The Stolen ItemYou need to take some blessed wax and with it,

fashion a figurine or a statue of the person suspected of the theft. And write the name of this

person on its forehead and then place this figurine into an anthill, while saying these words: “In

the name of Jesus Christ, thou art just, Oh Lord and thy judgment is just. Bestow thy virtue on

this my ritual and be blessed, praised and glorified throughout all the Ages. So Mote It Be.” As

soon as you have done this, it is assured, that the thief will never have any rest nor repose and

will be forced to return the item he has taken without fail. In Order To Find Stolen ObjectsFirst

of all, you should recite these following Psalms:“Audite hæc omnes gentes &c”“Quam dilecta

Tabernacula &c““Voce mea auribur percipe &c “[6]Then write on a piece of virgin paper the

aforementioned Psalms along with the following symbols, using a new pen and new ink, which

have not yet been used. After this, go to bed and place this abovementioned paper under your

head and in your sleep, you should see the thief and the place where he has placed the stolen

object without fail. Symbols: Another For Finding Stolen ObjectsWith a new pen and with new

ink, write the Seal or the Stamp mark given above on virgin paper and recite the prayer, as

given below: 
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Brother MOLOCH 969, “Easily Called "A (Medieval) Ceremonial Magician's Book of Shadows".

I use the term "Book of Shadows" not as a slam against CM (Ceremonial Magic) but rather the

idea that a 'spell book' is created by noting the useful amount of spells & lore it contains versus

the journals or phone book lists of Spirits.Over the years I have collected many manuscripts on

Magic with a plethora of Spirit names, spells, incantations, folklore, seals, diagrams & so on.

Most of these are of the old, Medieval variety and often they have spells in them just as they

are presented here in this book.What I liked about the book is that the authors have collected a
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lot of lore from grimoires of the Medieval period and then omitted some of the more difficult to

obtain items that certain spells require. If something requires the actual blood of a bat, how do

you plan on getting that unless you are set on killing a living bat? May I remind you that bats

serve a great function in our eco-system as they eat a TON of mosquitos each night so killing a

bat to get its blood is not something I'd want to do. However our Medieval minded brethren

would not care about that in the least.Beginning on page 110 & ending on page 122, there are

worded spells, mainly from the Psalms in Latin. Not all the Psalms are represented but there

are at least 40 things that you can use the Psalm fragments for. For instance on page 112,

there is one "To Prosper In All Things" which is taken from Psalm 16: 5-6. For it to work, you'd

need to use the Latin verses instead of the English. I could see a practitioner writing this out on

paper & placing it in their wallet & reading it aloud 3 or more times daily.Some spells such as

the "To Be Loved By A Woman Or By Everyone Else" beginning on page 84 requires an actual

rib from either a man or woman and it is suggested you get this from a cemetery! (Try

explaining THAT one if you should get caught! Hah!) However, on page 83, there is a spell "To

Receive Affection From Kings & Other Great People" which requires a prayer & some rose oil.

Now that one is easily enough procured - provided you can afford some real essential rose oil.

But imagine using this for helping you with a CEO, President, Judge and so on. It certainly

seems to fit the bill.Some of the spells seem to have quite a bit of leeway for usefulness.

There's a spoken spell to help in games of chance; some to be said if you have a toothache or

nosebleed; wealth & prosperity; influencing others; and so on. This IS a nifty collection of

spells. If you have talent or a Familiar Spirit at your disposal, you SHOULD be able to get any

of these spells to work. The vast majority of CM's & Witches don't have either so they won't get

much usefulness from this book.Also, starting on page 135 and ending on page 155, there is a

system of Divination that gives a possible 112 different answers. It is called the 'Book of Fate'

and this in of itself can be worth the price of the book. Most CM's rely on things like Astrology

or Geomancy (to be authentic) but here's a Divination system that seems to work a little bit like

the Yoruban Diloggun with its patakis (re: stories). Here you simply read a Xian based prayer &

when finished you let a number float to the surface of your mind. You can also close your eyes

& let your hand fall over the numbers from 1-112, then read the corresponding numbered

passage and you have your answer. Simple & elegant.Overall I liked this book. I only give it four

out of five stars for one simple reason which is there are no anecdotes from the authors/

translators telling us of THEIR experiences in using the material within. That bothers me.

Otherwise it's a great text and if you have real Magical talent you should have little difficulty in

getting any of these spells to work - that is unless you have difficulty in getting a rib from a

corpse. ;)”

Linus Nestor, “Something different but something really interesting.. I am sitting here only 4

hours after I received Avalonia Books A Collection of Magical Secrets that is translated by Paul

Harry Byron with introduction and commentary by Stephen Skinner and David Rankine and

find my self having read it in one sitting. It is a rather small book at only 161 pages but those

are some extremely interesting pages.The first of two parts of the book deals with something

that is often called "experiments" in the grimoires. It is shorter and often easier ways to obtain

things then doing an entire evocation in a grimoire. It deals with things from ways to not get

shot, find treasures, curing diseases and all kinds of wonderful things. One thing that struck me

was how similar some of the "experiments" are to the Swedish Black Art Books that circulated

around Sweden in the 1700's to the 1800's. Some of them are very alike but do not use as

much Latin and the Swedish material is more connected to the Swedish way. It feels though as



if much of the Swedish Black arts Books must have lent ideas from the grimoire "experiments"

since it draws from older sources. I wonder if not folk magic that was practiced in the 1700's to

1800's are not more related to the grimoires then many modern magicians care to admit.The

second part is more like a divination technique to get in to a sort of ecstasy stage of mind

where deep Cabalah secrets will be revealed to you. This is something I have not worked with

before but the descriptions are very straight forward so I think I will actually give it a go when I

have the time.This was a great presentation of a material that is often overlooked and

underestimated. It is nice to see that people care about giving the public access to these more

unusual materials that David and Stephen keeps bringing us. I believe this will become one of

my favorites rather soon as I get more in to it. So this is defiantly 5 stars out of 5 possible!”

The Magic Reviewer, “Excellent collection of practical historic magic. ‘A Collection of Magical

Secrets: Taken from Peter de Abano, Cornelius Agrippa and from other Famous Occult

Philosophers and A Treatise Of Mixed Cabalah: Which comprises the Angelic Art Taken From

Hebrew Sages,’ (2009) translated from French by Paul Barron with an introduction and

commentary by Stephen Skinner and David Rankine, is a small but interesting paperback of

161 pages. It contains two books originally from a French manuscript Wellcome Ms 4669 dated

1796.The first part of the book ‘A Collection of Magical Secrets’ contains a variety of ‘low

magic’ spells for various needs such as healing numerous ailments, making yourself loved or

inducing immediate child birth with the use of pigeon excrement. It also contains various

methods for having a spirit familiar, conversing with a spirit in a mirror in addition to inducing

dreams where one might converse with the planetary spirit of Jupiter.While the second part of

the book ‘A Treatise Of Mixed Cabalah’ contains a series of meditations, prayers and rituals

with instructions detailing the construction, consecration and use of wax pentacles to obtain

“graces.” The seals of the Angels and accompanying prayers for Angel magic are quite

interesting. In addition to this it also includes an interesting workable system of divination

allowing 112 answers similar to book of fates that have been published over the centuries.The

majority of the rituals in the book as a whole seem quite straightforward to perform and are

Judeo-Christian in style with the usage of Catholic prayers and verses from the book of

Psalms. A few rites do require items that are quite difficult to obtain, such as a sword that has

killed a man or a dead mans rib. Also some rituals from the first part of the book border on the

bizarre, but are consistent with medieval style magic texts. I personally have not attempted any

of the rituals in the book yet, so cannot comment on their efficacy, however the book contains

instructions that can be borrowed and implemented in your own practice, e.g pentacle

consecration. It interests me that many of the rituals are lunar orientated with some of the

rituals requiring the Moon to be in the appropriate zodiacal sign, which is quite reminiscent of

the Picatrix.Despite being a very worthwhile and interesting book to read, I have two minor

criticisms with this edition of the text, perhaps some these can be addressed in later editions. A

number of the orations used in the rituals are in Latin and it would be really helpful if the book

provided a corresponding English translation. In addition to this, although the book contains

many nice illustrations they are quite faint at times and look as though they have been lightly

drawn in pencil.Overall this is a very practical book full of magical instructions which is well

worth reading. It would be ideal for Magicians interested in traditional Judeo-Christian ‘High

Magic,’ such as the Solomonic grimoires and would be of particular interest to those interested

in historic medieval style ‘Low Magic.’This book is reasonably priced can be purchased new for

around £11 / $15 including postage on Amazon ‘other sellers’”



The book by David Rankine has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 19 people have provided feedback.
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